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ABSTRACT 

The work is a development of research conducted by the authors in the field of creating a Common Digital 

Space of Scientific Knowledge (CDSSK). In the framework of previous studies, a unified structure for 

representing the CDSSK ontology elements (subspaces, classes and attributes of objects, relations between 

objects or attributes) was proposed. This paper presents a variant of the universal subspace (USS) ontology 

of the CDSSK, proposed by the authors, built in accordance with the developed structure. There are defined 

10 subject and 10 objects auxiliary classes in the described model of USS. Among the subject classes are 

“persons”, “publications”, “museum objects”, “events”, etc. Among the auxiliary ones are “formats”, “units 

of measurement”, “languages”, etc. The paper contains reference books of each class, is built in accordance 

with the ontology structure model as well as an object attributes list, their directories and static dictionaries 

examples. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

For a researcher working on a specific scientific problem, it takes a significant amount of time to 

familiarize themselves with all the information relevant to their field of interest and extract the necessary 

and useful knowledge. This time-consuming process can distract them from their actual scientific work. On 

the other hand, the absence of important data obtained in their scientific field can lead to wasted time on 

research that has already been conducted by other scientists. 

In this regard, there is a need for the organization of scientific information and the extraction of novel and 

unique knowledge from it. The collection of such information in digital form, along with the tools that 

ensure its relevance, integrity, and provision to users, is referred to as a Common Digital Space of Scientific 

Knowledge.  

It is necessary to create a digital environment that contains not only documentary information but also 

facts reflecting the results of scientific activity, with references to the priority sources where they are 

published, and the full texts of these sources. CDSSK serves as such an environment, which is a 

multifunctional and versatile structure that caters to various user segments. To accomplish the task of 

forming the CDSSK, it is necessary to develop a general ontology for the CDSSK , determine its functional 

and organizational structure, analyze existing potential sources of information, and formulate criteria for 

selecting objects to be included in the content space. Additionally, a technology for content population and 

updating needs to be developed, service components of the CDSSK and legal aspects of its use and 

provision to users should be addressed, and requirements for linguistic, technical, and software tools of 

individual components of the CDSSK and the space as a whole should be formulated and implemented. 

The results obtained from these studies are reflected in a series of reports presented at the All-Russian 



Conference "Common Digital Space of Scientific Knowledge: Issues and Solutions"1 as well as in [1, 2, 5, 

7, 8, 12, 13, 14, 18]. 

The work presented in this paper is a continuation of research conducted by the Joint SuperComputer 

Center of the Russian Academy of Sciences (JSCC RAS) related to the development of a Common Digital 

Space of Scientific Knowledge (CDSSK) as a structured integrated information environment reflecting 

advancements in various fields of science [1-4]. At previous stages of the work, the architecture of building 

CDSSK was defined [5], issues of network support for CDSSK were considered [6], and the reflection of 

3D models of multimedia objects in CDSSK was studied [7-11]. 

The model of the ontology structure of CDSSK proposed by us was published in [12]. A modified version 

of the model is presented in [13]. According to this model, CDSSK is represented as a 5-level hierarchical 

structure (CDSSK - subspaces - object classes - object class attributes - attribute values), supplemented 

with three types of relations - (universal, quasi-universal and specific). Information about all elements of 

CDSSK is stored in directories and dictionaries. Elements of each hierarchical level are described in 

directories with a fixed structure for each level. Directories also describe relations of each of the three types. 

Attribute values and relations are stored in dictionaries, the information about which is contained in the 

corresponding directories. Dictionaries are divided into two groups - static and dynamic. The first group 

contains values of "standardized" attributes (such as a list of scientific degrees, titles and positions, subject 

categories etc.). These dictionaries are filled out during the CDSSK initial installation or its fragments and 

are corrected by administrators with appropriate privileges. Dictionaries of the second type are filled as 

CDSSK content is formed with specific data (person surnames, publication titles, links to network 

resources, etc.). 

The CDSSK universal and thematic subspace includes a universal subspace and thematic subspaces. 

The universal subspace contains objects of a multidisciplinary nature (persons, events, units of 

measurement, etc.) and their connections with other objects in the CDSSK. 

The thematic subspace (such as the "informatics", "space research", "chemistry", etc. subspaces) contains 

elements directly related to a specific scientific field, as well as connections with elements from the 

universal and other thematic subspaces. 

Below, we consider the classes of objects in the universal subspace, examples of attribute reference books, 

and attribute value dictionaries. 

2.  UNIVERSAL SUBSPACE OBJECT CLASSES AND THEIR ATTRIBUTES 

The proposed structure implementation was modeled by creating elements of the Universal subspace of 

CDSSK, which contains multidisciplinary objects and their connections. In the initial approach, 10 subject 

classes and 10 auxiliary object classes were identified in the universal subspace. 

The subject classes include: 

• Persons 

• Publications 

 
1 https://dirsmsc.ru/konf/ 



• Qualification works 

• Documents 

• Museum exhibits 

• Images and multimedia objects 

• Events / activities 

• Organizations 

• Universal databases and resource catalogs 

• Awards 

The auxiliary classes include: 

• Data formats 

• Universal classification systems 

• Person groups 

• Location (geographical characteristics) 

• Time characteristics 

• World constants 

• Measurement units 

• Numeric values 

• Languages 

• Collections 

For every subject and auxiliary class, we created lists of attributes and included excerpts from static 

dictionaries. 

When determining the attributes of each object, we considered the extensive experience gained from 

operating the digital library "Scientific Heritage of Russia" [14], which has now evolved into a model 

component of CDSSK [15-18]. This modern version incorporates a diverse range of interconnected data. 

These papers also describe a technique for creating thematic subspaces. 

To illustrate, we present a selection of attribute lists for certain subject and auxiliary classes. Each attribute 

is accompanied by an indication of whether it is mandatory (m) or optional (o) in parentheses. 

3. SOME EXAMPLES OF SUBJECT CLASSES ATTRIBUTES  

Attributes of the "Persons" class objects: 

• Surname (m), 

• Name (m); 

• Patronymic (o); 

• Pseudonym (o); 

• Date of birth (m); 

• Place of birth (m); 

• Date of death (o); 

• Place of death (o); 



• Academic degree (o); 

• Academic title (o); 

• Biography (m); 

• Bibliography of the person as an author (m), 

• Bibliography about the person (o). 

Additional information (scientific interests, work activity, scientific discoveries, identifiers in databases, 

etc.) is presented as named relations with corresponding objects. 

Attributes in the "Qualification works" class objects: 

• Title (m); 

• Work type (m); 

• Date of issue (thesis defense date) (o); 

• URL of the full text (o). 

Additional information is presented as relations with persons (author, scientific supervisor, opponent, 

etc.), organizations (the execution place, the defense place, the leading organization, etc.), classification 

systems, etc. 

Attributes in the "Museum exhibits" class objects: 

• Title (m); 

• Name of the museum where the original is stored (m); 

• Type of source of receipt (m); 

• Date of receipt at the museum (m); 

• Date of discovery (creation) of the object (m). In many cases the date can only be determined 

approximately, but, in any case, the relevant information should be indicated; 

• Description of the object (m). 

Museum objects can be connected with specific relations to a person (one of the possible connection 

values is "collector" for natural science collections), a geographic object (place of object detection), 

publications, etc. 

4. SOME EXAMPLES OF AUXILIARY CLASSES ATTRIBUTES 

The "Data Representation Formats" class is of utmost importance in the ontology of CDSSK as it serves 

as a foundational element. Objects within this class define a well-organized collection of rules that describe 

attributes of other classes. References to data representation formats are found throughout all directories of 

objects and relations. These formats provide essential information for ensuring the formal and logical 

integrity of input data during streaming uploads and manual data input processes. Additionally, this class 

can serve as a valuable information resource for CDSSK users, providing insights into a wide range of data 

formats encountered. 

The attributes associated with objects in the "Data Representation Formats" class include: 

• Data representation type (mandatory): attribute can take values such as "text", "integer", "date in 

the format yyyy[.mm[.dd]]", "relations", etc. 



• Format type (optional): attribute specifies the format, such as "pdf", "jpeg", "URL", and a set of 

values in its dictionary describe the structure of various CDSSK relations. 

• Mandatory or optional (o) attribute value (m) (mandatory); 

• Unique (u) or multiple (t) attribute value (m) (mandatory); 

• Structural restrictions (optional) - This attribute specifies a specific structure that a certain 

attribute must adhere to. Examples include "all-Union State Standard 7-1.2003: Bibliographic 

Description" (referencing the official description of the all-Union State Standard), "ISBN control 

algorithm" (with a description of the control algorithm), or "required requirements for the 

structure of email addresses" (with the formulation of the requirements), etc. 

• Reference to a detailed description of the format (optional). 

The attributes associated with objects in the "Units of Measurement" class include: the following 

attributes: 

• Name of the unit of measurement (m). 

• Measured object (m). 

• Abbreviations (m). 

• Additional information (o). 

To automate the generation of attribute directories and dictionaries for their values, a dialog program was 

developed. This program was used to create dictionaries for the aforementioned classes, attributes, and 

static directories. 

Here is a list of some attribute directories, fragments of dictionaries, and static dictionaries. 

Class.1: Persons; UN; UNPS; A|UNPS; ; information about people, in some way associated with 

scientific research 

A|UNPS.1: Surname; UNFT.10; N|A|UNPS.1; D; the surname is selected from the dictionary, and if it is 

not present, it is entered and checked for equivalence with other spellings 

A|UNPS.8: Qualification (academic degree); UNFT.10; N|A|UNPS.8; S; selected from the dictionary; 

Fragment of the static values dictionary for the attribute "qualification (academic degree)": 

N|A|UNPS.8.1: doctor of physical and mathematical sciences 

N|A|UNPS.8.2: doctor of technical sciences 

N|A|UNPS.8.3: doctor of chemical sciences 

Class.3: Qualification papers; UN; UNDS; A|UNDS; dissertations, abstracts, etc. 

A|UNDS.1: Title; UNFT.1; N|A|UNDS.1; D; 

A|UNDS.2: Date of release (defense) of the paper; UNFT.4; N|A|UNTC.2; D; 

A|UNDS.3: Type of work; UNFT.10; N|A|UNDS.3; S; 

A|UNDS.4: URL of the full text; UNFT.17; N|A|UNDS.4; D; filled in if the text is not available in CDSSK, 

when the full text is available in CDSSK, a specific "qualification work-document" or "qualification work-

image" relationship is created 

A|UNDS.5: Additional information; UNFT.12; N|A|UNDS.5; D; 

Fragment of the static dictionary of values for the attribute "Type of work": 



N|A|UNDS.3.1: doctoral dissertation 

N|A|UNDS.3.2: Ph.D. dissertation 

Class.16: Data representation formats; UN; UNFT; A|UNFT; formats for representing attributes of objects 

(numbers, time, date, text, etc.). 

A|UNFT.1: Data representation type; ; N|A|UNFT.1; S; 

A|UNFT.2: Format type; ; N|A|UNFT.2; S; 

A|UNFT.3: Mandatory (m) or optional (o) attribute value; ; N|A|UNFT.3; S;  

A|UNFT.4: Unique (u) or multiple (t) attribute value; ; N|A|UNFT.4; S;  

A|UNFT.5: Structural restrictions; ; N|A|UNFT.5; D; 

A|UNFT.6: Link to the format description; ; N|A|UNFT; D; 

Fragments of the dictionaries of attribute values for the "Formats” class: 

N|A|UNFT.1.1: text 

N|A|UNFT.1.2: image 

N|A|UNFT.1.3: video 

N|A|UNFT.1.4: connections 

N|A|UNFT.2.1: PDF 

N|A|UNFT.2.2: JPG  

N|A|UNFT.2.3: MP4 

N|A|UNFT.2.6: simple link of the first type between objects, attributes, or values O1 and O2 in the form 

<URNc>:<URNO1><URNO2>, where URNc is the URN of a specific relation. Example: the name of a 

language is equivalent to its code; the surname "Petrov" is equivalent to "Petrov"; an article is included in 

an encyclopedia, etc. 

N|A|UNFT.2.7: simple relation of the second type, indicating the subject, object, URN of the link, and URN 

of the link value. The format of the relation representation is: <URNc>:<URN of the subject><URN of the 

object>=<URN of the dictionary values element corresponding to the link attribute value>. Example: 

person P1 is an employee of organization O1 in the position of an engineer (attribute value). 

N|A|UNFT.3.1: r 

N|A|UNFT.3.2: f 

N|A|UNFT.4.1: u 

N|A|UNFT.4.2: t 

N|A|UNFT.5.1: Arabic digit 

N|A|UNFT.5.2: bibliographic description according to Russian Standard 

https://docs.cntd.ru/document/1200034383  

N|A|UNFT.6.1: https://habr.com/ru/post/454944 [description of the JPEG format] 

N|A|UNFT.6.2: https://open-file.ru/types/mp4 [description of the mp4 format] 

5. SUBJECT ONTOLOGY OF THE CDSSK 

The subject ontology of the Universal subspace CDSSK is represented by the class "universal 

classification systems", which includes the Code of State Categories Scientific and Technical Information, 



Universal decimal classification, the nomenclature of specialties of the Higher Attestation Commission, 

patent classification, and others, included in the class as needed. In addition to the universal subspace, 

subject ontologies are formed in each thematic subspace of CDSSK. 

Subject ontology of each thematic CDSSK subspace consists of organized encyclopedic concepts that are 

interconnected as well as related to objects of universal classes. The structure of the subject ontology can 

be developed based on the sections found within existing lists of scientific information headings. Examples 

of such lists include UDC (for general scientific information) [16], IN IS (for nuclear physics) [17], and 

more. Below is an illustration of how the subject ontology of the thematic subspace "Astronomy" is 

structured using the State Rubricator of Scientific and Technical Information [18] as a foundation. 

ASTRONOMY 

• General problems of astronomy 

• Theoretical astronomy. Celestial mechanics 

• Astrometry 

• Astrophysics 

• Solar system 

• Sun 

• Stars 

• Nebulae. Interstellar medium 

• Star systems 

• Cosmology 

• Observatory. Instruments, devices and methods of astronomical. 

Each of the 11 sections highlighted at the second level of the hierarchy is subdivided into subsections of 

the third level. In particular, the following subsections are highlighted in the "Solar system" section: 

• Solar system 

• General problems of solar system research 

• Structure and origin of the solar system 

• Planets and their satellites 

• Moon. Lunar eclipses 

• Comets 

• Meteors. Zodiacal light. Interplanetary environment. 

• Meteorites 

Within each subsection of the third level, there are further subsections or individual objects. Each section 

or subsection in the subject ontology is considered an object within the CDSSK. Every object establishes 

both universal and specific connections with other objects within the same subspace, across different 

subspaces, and with objects in universal classes.  

For astronomical objects, these connections can involve persons in the form of "discovered," "described," 

or "calculated." In the case of publications, relations can include "first published," "textbook for school," 



or "the most complete monograph." Connections with objects from the "Mathematics" subspace can be of 

the type "described by equations," and so on.  

Objects belonging to the subclass "Astronomical observatories," found in the final section of the second 

level in the subject ontology of the software program "Astronomy," are linked to objects in the "Location" 

class through the mandatory link "located in," and so forth. 

The universal class "Location" represents geographic objects and provides general information without 

detailed geography, but with varying accuracy to determine the location (ranging from continent to house 

number and coordinates with seconds accuracy). This universal class is designed to process generalized 

queries such as "archaeological excavations in Cyprus", or "herbaria collected in Tenshu," or "astronomical 

observations conducted in Mexico." Despite specific references to "Paphos" for archaeological findings, or 

the "mountains of southern Kazakhstan" for herbarium descriptions, or the "Sierra de San Pedro Mártir" for 

astronomical observations, the universal class allows for processing such queries. 

Objects in the universal class "Location" are associated with elements of the thematic subspace 

"Geography," which contains comprehensive descriptions of geographic objects. The "Location" class 

includes subclasses such as Land and Water, which further contain additional subclasses. 

Land 

• continent 

• part of the world; 

• natural area; 

• part of the land that has a geographical name 

• country 

• subject of the country 

• locality (city, town, village) 

• the named part of the settlement (district, street, square, etc.) 

• address 

• coordinates 

Water space 

• oceans 

• seas 

• lakes 

• rivers 

• other bodies of water that have a name (waterfalls, swamps ...) 

Along with universal connections, specific connections of the type “washed” (connection between a 

continent or country and the sea or ocean), “is an inflow” (connection between rivers), “stands on” 

(connection between a city and river), etc. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The use of the proposed CDSSK ontology model allows for standardizing the algorithms for content 

creation, developing a typical interface for adding new elements regardless of the subspace and the specific 



type of data, simplifying and speeding up the algorithms for searching and navigating through linked data 

[19-23]. Currently, research is being carried out at the JSCC RAS on the development and specification of 

the proposed model in algorithmization terms of the of nested links formation, as well as modeling the 

formation of the CDSSK fragments based on real data, including the content of the digital library "Scientific 

Heritage of Russia."  

The work is being carried out at the Joint SuperComputer Center of the Russian Academy of Sciences – 

Branch of Federal State Institution “Scientific Research Institute for System Analysis of the Russian 

Academy of Sciences” within the framework of state assignment FNEF-2023-0014. 
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